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Abstract: Gas hydrate formation processes in porous media are always accompanied by
water transfer. To study the transfer characteristics comprehensively, two kinds of layered
media consisting of coarse sand and loess were used to form methane hydrate in them. An
apparatus with three PF-meter sensors detecting water content and temperature changes in
media during the formation processes was applied to study the water transfer
characteristics. It was experimentally observed that the hydrate formation configurations in
different layered media were similar; however, the water transfer characteristics and water
conversion ratios were different.
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1. Introduction
Clathrate hydrates, firstly identified by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1810 [1] are solid, non-stoichiometric
compounds consisting of polyhedral water cavities and small gas molecules in the cavities [2], which
have great potential as a premium source of natural gas, and have therefore attracted the wide interest
of many researchers and governments. Geophysical and geological investigations have verified that
large masses of natural gas hydrates exist in the sediments beneath permafrost regions and deep
oceans. Some of them are in the bulk form and others are in the form of inclusions within sediments or
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cemented soils [3]. Gas hydrate formation and decomposition conditions can be seriously affected by
the surrounding sediments. Therefore, knowledge about the thermodynamic mechanism(s) of
formation and dissociation of hydrates in porous media is significant for research on gas hydrate
storage and exploitation [4]. Many researchers have done much work based on this knowledge [5–8]
and many study results have presented the fundamental pressure/temperature conditions properties of
hydrate formation and dissociation in media [9–15].
In porous media, the gas hydrate formation configuration is similar to that of ice freezing [7]: in
fine-grain sediments, gas hydrate aggregation is like ice-lens [16]; in coarse-grain sediments,
“freeze-dry” phenomenon can be observed during hydrate formation processes [17]. Chuvilin [18] first
studied the water transfer behavior during gas hydrate formation process in porous media with a
weighing method. After that, Kneafsey [19], Jin Shigeki [20] and Kawasaki Tatsuji [21] confirmed that
gas hydrate formation processes were always accompanied by water transfer behavior inside porous
media using the computer tomography technology. However, during all the studies with computer
tomography, water transfer behavior in porous media was researched not in the media, but just from
outside of media; otherwise, all the experimental media were homogeneous. Up to now, during gas
hydrate formation processes, direct studies on water transfer behavior inside nonhomogeneous porous
media have not been reported.
In this study, an apparatus with three PF-meter sensors to detect water content and temperature
changes in the porous media was assembled and the water transfer characteristics during methane
hydrate formation processes were studied. The apparatus has been applied to our previous water
transfer studies on methane hydrate formation and dissociation processes [22,23]. Coarse sand and
loess were chosen to prepare layered sediments, in which methane hydrate was formed by cooling and
the water transfer characteristics during the hydrate formation processes were studied.
2. Procedure
2.1. Experimental Apparatus
As shown in Figure 1, the experimental apparatus was composed of methane gas supplying system,
reaction system and data-logging system. Methane gas (Hongzhuo Chemical Co., Ltd., Chengdu,
China) was stored in a gas cylinder and its purity was 99.99%. The reaction system was composed of a
low-temperature bath (−10~80 ± 0.05 °C), a coolant temperature sensor (−20~30 ± 0.02 °C) inside the
bath, a reaction cell and three PF-meter sensors which were vertically embedded in the top, middle and
bottom core positions in the porous media respectively and all them were in the middle of each layer.
The data-logging system was composed of two computers, which continuously logged gas pressure
(0~10 ± 0.02 MPa) and coolant temperature (−20~30 ± 0.02 °C); and PF values (0~7 ± 0.05 PF) and
media temperature(−40~60 ± 0.05 °C) respectively. The reaction cell was a stainless steel cylinder and
could be used in 0~20 MPa and −50~100 °C ranges (height 19.5 cm, diameter 10.0 cm, volume
1400 cm3). The working principle of PF-meter sensor (Germanic GEO-Precision Environment
Technology Company, Karlsruhe, Germany) is based on the fact that the heat capacity of soil can be
determined by heating the soil sample. If a variation of water content in soil occurs, heat capacity
directly measured by the PF-meter sensor will produce a relative change. The relationship between the
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PF values of PF-meter (0~7 ± 0.05 PF) and water content of media is absolutely linear. When water
content in media increased or decreased, PF values will fall or rise. The PF values show 0 PF when
mediais saturated and 7 PF when media is completely dry, and PF means picofarad [24]. So, the water
content changes can be indicated by the PF value changes and the water transfer characteristics can be
analyzed. In addition, PF-meter sensors could directly detect the temperature in media during the
experiments, simultaneously.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. 1. Gas cylinder; 2. Gas valve;
3. Pressure gauge; 4. Gas valve; 5. Gas line; 6. Reaction cell; 7. PF-meter sensors,
length = 7 cm, diameter = 2 cm; 8. Coolant temperature sensor; 9. Low-temperature batch;
10. Data-logging system of pressure value and coolant temperature; 11. Data-logging
system of PF value and temperature inside cell.

2.2. Experimental Procedures
In our experiments, coarse sand with 1.0–2.0 mm average particle size and loess were chosen to
prepare the layered media. With a particle size analyzer, average particle size of loess was confirmed
as 34.5 × 10−3 mm. Before experiments, the pre-media were soaked in excess deionized water for more
than 48 h to remove the soluble substances and then were dried by heat. After that, two kinds of
three-layered media were assembled. The water content of the half-saturated pre-media was only a half
of that of the saturated, which was listed in Table 1. One type assembled a layer of saturated loess on
top, half-saturated coarse sand in the middle, and saturated loess at the bottom. The second type
assembled a layer of half-saturated coarse sand on top, saturated loess in the middle, and half-saturated
coarse sand at the bottom. With the method in reference [25], the pre-media were saturated with
deionized water.
Table 1. Physical properties of experimental porous media.
Media

Particle size
(mm)

Coarse sand
Loess

1.0–2.0
34.5 × 10−3

Each Layer
Weight (g)
520.0
410.0

Each
LayerHeight
(cm)
4.0
4.0

Saturated
Water Content (%)

Half-Saturated
Water Content (%)

14.0
35.0

7.0
17.0
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When the layered media were filled into the reaction cell, three PF-meter sensors were embedded in
each layer and the PF values of the whole layer rather than those at their positions were measured.
After that, the reaction system was remained stable for a period of time under atmospheric pressure, in
order to allow the water content of the different layers to reach a balance. Then, the reaction system
was evacuated, and methane gas was slowly injected into the reaction cell until it reached the
predesigned pressure. The temperature was then reduced from 12 °C (theoretical methane hydrate
stability pressure 9.019 MPa) to 0.5 °C (theoretical methane hydrate stability pressure 2.729 MPa) at a
cooling rate of about 2.3 °C/h to form methane hydrate in the media. During the formation processes,
the three PF-meter sensors could indicate the water content changes and the water transfer characteristics
could be analyzed.
Before this study, several experiments on methane hydrate formation configurations in media and
water transfer characteristics during methane hydrate formation processes were conducted by us [22–24].
In accordance with previous experimental results, we ensured that the reproducibility of our
experiments was very good, so the same formation experiments were repeated twice. The first one was
to measure the experimental parameter changes and the second was to study the hydrate configuration.
After the second were completed, high-pressure methane gas was rapidly released and the layered
media bearing methane hydrate were rapidly taken out and the photographs of hydrate configuration
were taken. Thus, the water transfer characteristics during the hydrate formation processes could be
analyzed comprehensively.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Methane Hydrate Formation Configuration
Figure 2 shows photographs of hydrate formation configuration inside media. As shown, although
the layered media were different, the configurations of hydrate formation were largely similar.
Whether the saturated loess was in the middle or on top and bottom positions, methane hydrate was
formed only in the sand layers and the sand particles were tightly cemented together. However, there
was no methane hydrate inside loess layers during our two formation experiments: there were no
hydrate particles and cementation inside it and the loess was very spongy. According to the pressure
and temperature changes, the water conversion ratios in two experiments were calculated and listed in
Figure 2, which indicated that the amount of non-saturated coarse sand was helpful for the hydrate
formation in the layered media. After the formation experiments, loess layers were much drier than the
initial stage, indicating that hydrate formation could cause a kind of suction in the water in the
saturated loess and a large amount of water was drawn out of loess.
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Figure 2. Photographs of hydrate configuration in different layered media (water
conversion ratio in the left is 23.1% and that in the right is 16.2%).

3.2. Methane Hydrate Formation Inside the Layered Medium
3.2.1. Top Coarse Sand, Middle Loess and Bottom Coarse Sand Layered Medium
The parameter changes during stabilization of the system and the experiment processes are shown
in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3a, during the stabilization process under atmospheric pressure, the
top and bottom PF values rapidly fell to 0 PF over 0–7 h, indicating that a large amount of water
rapidly diffused to the half-saturated coarse sand from the saturated loess. Following the high-pressure
methane gas injection at 11.5 h, top and bottom PF values abruptly jumped to 1.49 PF and 0.43 PF,
indicating that because the sand layer was drastically squeezed by the high-pressure gas, water inside it
was extruded. At 20 h, the temperature began reducing to 0.5 °C and Figure 3b shows the parameter
changes during the process. Temperature in top layer slightly rose at 23 h and the temperature curves
for middle and bottom layers did not represent abnormity. Considering the left photograph in Figure 2,
the fact that methane hydrate was formed only in top coarse sand layer was confirmed. Figure 3b also
shows that following hydrate formation, PF values of both top and bottom layers abruptly fell to 0 PF
from 1.46 PF and 0.46 PF, respectively. After that, the middle and bottom PF values rapidly rose and
the top PF value remained at 0 PF constantly. Those indicated that because methane hydrate was
formed only in the top layer, a kind of suction of water was caused, and water was drawn to it from the
middle and bottom layer. The suction is derived from the fact that while the hydrate was formed, water
rapidly migrated to the hydrate surface with lower Gibbs free energy [26].
After the temperature was reduced to 0.5 °C, it remained stable. Over 23–26 h, because of the
hydrate formation, the water inside the middle and bottom layers was drawn to top. Over 26–33 h, the
bottom PF value rapidly fell and the middle PF value remained rising, indicating that methane hydrate
started to form inside the bottom layer and the water in the middle layer was drawn to the bottom.
At 34 h, the bottom PF values abruptly jumped to 1.56 PF from 0 PF, and top PF fell to 2.07 PF from
2.69 PF, indicating that water inside bottom layer was rapidly depleted by hydrate formation and the
water inside top layer was drawn down to bottom layer through the middle. At 39 h, the top PF value
also abruptly jumped to 1.96 PF from 0 PF, indicating that methane hydrate was forming inside the top
layer again and a large amount of water was depleted. Over 43–50 h, the top and bottom PF values
rapidly fell to 0 PF, indicating that a large amount of water rapidly transferred to the top and bottom
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layers. Over 60–68 h, the middle PF value rapidly fell to 0 PF, indicating that methane hydrate
formation tended to be completed.
Figure 3. Parameter changes during methane hydrate formation process in the layered
medium: top coarse sand layer, middle loess layer and bottom coarse sand layer:
(a) PF value and pressure changes during the whole experiment process; (b) Temperature
and PF value changes during cooling process.

(a)

(b)

3.2.2. Top Loess, Middle Coarse Sand and Bottom Loess Layered Medium
Figure 4 shows the parameter changes in the other layered medium. In Figure 4a, the reaction
system was retained and PF values in middle layer rapidly fell to 2.85 PF, indicating that during the
process, some water rapidly moved to the middle half-saturated coarse sand layer from loess. At
23.5 h, high-pressure methane gas was slowly injected and the temperature was reduced to 0.5 °C over
30–35 h. As shown in Figure 4b, only the middle temperature obviously rose at 32.5 h, indicating that
methane hydrate was formed only inside the middle layer. Figure 4b also shows that the top and
bottom PF values obviously rose at 32.5 h, indicating that water inside top and bottom loess layers was
drawn to the middle layer. As shown in Figure 4a, the wave changes of middle PF values over
32.5–45 h were due to the water depletion caused by hydrate formation and the water supply caused by
the water transfer to coarse sand from loess. After that, top PF values rapidly fell to 0 PF over 68–72 h
and bottom PF values slowly fell to 0 PF over 88–112 h, indicating that methane hydrate formation
process tended to be completed.
Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 3, it was found that although the configurations of methane
hydrate formation inside different layered media were similar, the water transfer characteristics were
different, which indicated that the processes could be seriously affected by media type. Under the same
conditions, disseminated hydrate could not be formed inside saturated loess but only inside
half-saturated coarse sand, indicating that hydrate formations are affected by water contents of media.
According to our previous experiments, methane hydrates were easily formed inside non-saturated
coarse sand and loess; however, their formation inside the saturated was very difficult [22–24]. In this
study, coarse sand layer was non-saturated and loess layer was saturated, so crystals were easier to
form in the coarser media, and could grow with pulling in water from the finer sediments.
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Figure 4. Parameter changes during methane hydrate formation process in the layered
medium: top loess layer, middle coarse sand layer and bottom loess layer (a) PF value and
pressure changes during the whole experiment process; (b) Temperature and PF value
changes during cooling process.

(a)

(b)

4. Conclusions
Using coarse sand and loess, two kinds of layered media were prepared to study the water transfer
characteristics during methane hydrate formation processes in them. Based on an apparatus with three
PF-meter sensors, the water transfer characteristics in the layered media were studied successfully. The
results showed experimentally that in two different layered media, the hydrate formation
configurations were similar: methane hydrate was formed only inside coarse sand. However, the water
transfer characteristics and the water conversion ratios inside different media were quite different. In
the layered medium consisting of two half-saturated coarse sand layers and one saturated loess layer,
methane hydrate was formed in the following order: first in the top coarse sand layer; followed by the
bottom coarse sand layer; then all over again in the top coarse sand layer. However, in the other
medium consisting of two saturated loess layers and one half-saturated coarse sand layer, methane
hydrate was formed only in the middle coarse sand layer and the water was transferred to the coarse
sand layer from the two loess layers. Thus, water transfer characteristics following hydrate formation
processes can be seriously affected by media types. In addition, methane hydrate formation
configurations are affected by the water content of the media and the amount of non-saturated coarse
sand was helpful for the hydrate formation in the layered. The studies on water transfer characteristics
during hydrate formation processes in media were helpful for understanding the formation mechanism
of natural gas hydrates comprehensively.
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